Action Language is a specification language for reactive software systems. In this paper, we present the syntax and the semantics of the Action Language and we also present an infinite-state symbolic model checker called Action Language Verifier (ALV) that verifies (or falsifies) CTL properties of Action Language specifications. ALV is built on top of the Composite Symbolic Library, which is a symbolic manipulator that combines multiple symbolic representations.
• Formal syntax and semantics of Action Language: The basic operations in Action Language was discussed in [Bul00] . In this paper we formalize both the syntax and the semantics of the Action Language. We present the formal semantics of the Action Language by mapping the syntactic elements of the Action Language to the three important components of a transition system: the state space, the initial states, and the transition relation.
• Verification heuristics: ALV uses two heuristics, the marking and the dependence heuristics, to improve the verification performance. The marking heuristic avoids redundant computations in least fixed point computations by marking a constraint when the pre-image computation is performed on it the first time. This way, in the upcoming iterations, such constraints can be skipped during image computation. The dependence heuristic, on the other hand, analyzes the control-flow of the transition system to avoid the redundant pre-and post-image computations.
• Automatic generation of parameterized transition systems: A reactive software specification typically involves concurrent processes. Verifying such a specification with a certain number of concurrent processes yields a validation for that number of concurrent processes only. Using an abstraction technique called counting abstraction [Del03] , ALV automatically generates an abstract transition system that is parameterized in the number of identical concurrent processes and checks the generated system using infinite-state model checking techniques. CTL properties that are verified on the abstract parameterized system are preserved for the transition system for any number of concurrent processes.
• Counter-example generation for infinite-state verification We present a witness generation algorithm that can be used to generate a counter-example for properties that are not satisfied by the given transition system. Our witness generation algorithm provides witnesses for each subformula in the negated property and targets infinite state systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly explains the airport ground traffic control simulation software specification that we use as a case study. Section III presents the Action Language and explains its syntax and semantics. Section IV presents ALV, explains the symbolic encoding and manipulation techniques, discusses the heuristics for infinite-state verification and symbolic verification, and introduces the counter-example generation algorithm for infinite domains. Section V introduces the counting abstraction algorithm for translating a control parameterized Action Language specification to a data parameterized one. Section VI reports the experimental results for our case study on the airport ground traffic control simulation software specification. Section VII compares our work with the related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. AN EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION: AIRPORT GROUND TRAFFIC CONTROL
We use an infinite state reactive system specification for an airport ground traffic control system as a case study. Airport ground traffic control handles allocation of the airport ground network resources such as runways, taxiways, and gates for the arriving and the departing airplanes. Simulations play an important role for the safety of the airport ground traffic control. Simulations enable early prediction of possible runway incursions, which is a growing problem at the busy airports throughout the world. for modeling airport ground traffic control using Java threads. As a case study, we model the concurrency control component of this simulation program in the Action Language [YKB02] . We use the same airport ground network model used in [Zho97] (shown in Figure 1 ) similar to that of the Seattle/Tacoma International Airport. There are two runways: 16R and 16L. The Runway 16R is used by the arriving airplanes during landing. After landing, an arriving airplane takes one of the exits C3-C8. After taxiing on C3-C8, the arriving airplanes need to cross the runway 16L. After crossing the runway 16L, they continue on to one of the taxiways B2, B7, B9-B11 and reach the gates in which they park. The departing airplanes use the runway 16L for takeoff. The control logic for the ground traffic of this airport must implement the following rules:
1) An airplane can land (takeoff) using the runway 16R (16L) only if no airplane is using the runway 16R (16L) at the moment.
2) An airplane taxiing on one of the exits C3-C8 can cross the runway 16L only if no airplane is taking off at the moment.
3) An airplane can start using the runway 16L for taking off only if none of the crossing exits C3-C8 are occupied at the moment. (The arriving airplanes have priority over the departing airplanes.) 4) Only one airplane can use a taxiway at a time.
In the following sections we show that the above control logic can be specified in the Action Language, and its properties can be automatically verified using the Action Language Verifier.
III. THE ACTION LANGUAGE
Formal specification is the first step of the formal reasoning process. The goal of formal specification languages is to ease the task of precise formal modeling of both the system behavior and the correctness properties. The Action DRAFT Language has been designed to support specification of infinite state reactive systems in a compact and simple manner. The Action Language supports both synchronous and asynchronous compositions as basic operations [Bul00] .
In this paper, we extend the Action Language by introducing a module hierarchy and the associated scoping rules.
We have also added parameters to modules, which enables renaming of the variables for each instantiation of a module. We formalize the semantics of the Action Language using denotational semantics.
Currently, the Action Language supports variables with boolean, enumerated, and (unbounded) integer types.
Additionally, one can declare parameterized integer constants, which enables specification of both data parameterized and control parameterized systems. Parameterized constants can be thought of variables that have unknown initial values and that do not change their values.
In Section III-A we present the syntax of the Action Language and in Section III-B we formally define the semantics of the Action Language.
A. Syntax
An Action Language specification consists of a set of module definitions. Figure 2 shows the Action Language specification of the control logic for the airport ground traffic control simulation software discussed in Section II.
The specification consists of three modules: main, Departing, and Arriving. The module main (lines 1-36) models the airport ground traffic control system, the module Departing (lines 5-13) models a departing airplane, and the module Arriving (partially shown in lines 14-30) models an arriving airplane.
The abstract syntax for the Action Language is given in Figure 3 . An Action Language module consists of the formal parameter declarations, the local variable declarations, the initial state and the state space specifications, the submodule definitions, the action definitions, the transition relation definition, and the temporal property specifications. In every Action Language specification the top level module is named main and main module does not have any formal parameters.
A module definition starts with the variable declarations. The variable declarations consist of type definitions of the formal parameters, the local variable declarations, and the parameterized constants. The local variables, formal parameters and parameterized constants of a module are only visible to that module and the submodules of that module, i.e., lexical scoping is used. When an identifier for a variable (which is either a local variable or a formal parameter) is used in a formula, it denotes the value of that variable in the current state. One can refer to the value of a variable in the next state using a primed identifier, i.e., by appending a "'" character at the end of the identifier. We distinguish the two by calling the former current state variable and the latter next state variable.
In Action Language, a parameterized integer constant can take any integer value (however the value it takes does not change during the execution). When Action Language Verifier successfully verifies a specification with a parameterized constant, it means that the verified property holds for any possible valuation of that parameterized constant.
In the specification shown in Figure 2 , integer variables model the shared resources of the airport ground traffic control, which are runways and taxiways. For example, variables numRW16R and numC3 (line 2) denote the the airplane is in the air departing from the airport. Similarly, an arriving airplane can be in one of the following states: arFlow, touchDown, taxiToXY, taxiFrXY and parked, where the state arFlow denotes that the airplane is in the air approaching to the airport, the state touchDown denotes that the airplane has just landed and is on the runway 16R, the state taxiToXY denotes that the airplane is currently in the taxiway Y and is going to cross the runway X, the state taxiFrXY denotes that the airplane is currently in the taxiway Y and has just crossed the runway X, and finally, the state parked denotes that the airplane is parked at the gate.
In an Action Language specification, the initial states and the state space of a system are specified in terms of composite formulas (Form) based on the syntax given in Figure 4 . A composite formula is obtained by combining boolean and integer formulas with logical connectives. A boolean formula (BoolForm) consists of boolean variables or constants combined with logical connectives. An integer formula (IntForm) consists of integer variables or constants combined with arithmetic operators, arithmetic predicates, logical connectives, and existential or universal quantifiers. Note that, only multiplication with an integer constant is allowed (Integer denotes an integer constant).
For the formulas defining the initial states and the state space, we additionally impose the restriction that only the current state variables appear in the formula. For example, in the specification of Figure 2 , a departing airplane is initially in parked mode (line 7), whereas an arriving airplane is initially in arFlow mode (line 19). Additionally, the state space of the system is restricted to nonnegative values of the integer variables modeling the runways and the taxiways (line 4).
In the Action Language, actions model the atomic transitions of a system. A module can have multiple actions. An action is defined as a composite formula on the current and the next state variables. For example, in the specification of Figure 2 , the action reqTakeOff (lines 8-10) models the request of a departing airplane for takeoff: when the airplane is in parked mode it checks whether all of the exits C3-C8 are empty. If so, it transitions to takeOff mode and occupies the runway 16L.
Actions and module instantiations can be composed (denoted by Comp in Figure 3) the behavior of a departing airplane (module Departing) is specified in terms asynchronous composition of the actions reqTakeOff and leave (line 12) and the behavior of the whole system is specified as asynchronous composition of instantiations of the module Departing and the module Arriving (line 28).
The temporal properties of a module are defined in CTL. A CTL formula (CtlForm in Figure 4 ) consists of composite formulas combined with the temporal operators (EX, AX, EF, AF, EG, AG, EU, AU) and logical connectives. For example, in the specification of Figure 2 , four temporal properties are specified (lines 29, 32, 33, and 34). The property at line 29 states that it is always the case that if an arriving airplane is in the flow mode then it will eventually be in the parked mode. The properties given in lines 22-34 correspond to the rules listed in Section II.
B. Semantics
The formal semantics of an Action Language specification is defined by a tuple (M, φ), where M is a transition system and φ is a CTL property. Transition system M is a tuple (I, S, R), where I, S, and R denote the initial states, the state space, and the transition relation, respectively. An Action Language specification is called a correct DRAFT specification iff M |= φ, i.e., M satisfies the property φ. Correctness of an Action Language specification can be checked using the Action Language Verifier as we will discuss in the following sections. Below, we describe the semantics of the Action Language using denotational semantics.
a) Notation:
In explaining the Action Language semantics we use the following notational conventions: Given a function f : X → Y and x 1 , x 2 ∈ X and y ∈ Y , then the function f [y/x 1 ] : X → Y is defined as follows We define several functions that map actions or modules to their attributes.
• An action function
] maps each action to the composite formula that corresponds to that action.
• The initial states, the state space, and the transition relation functions Init , State, Trans
each module to the composite formulas that characterize its initial states, state space, and transition relation, respectively. Note that, the formulas for the initial states and the states space use only current state variables, whereas the formula for the transition relation can use both the current state and the next state variables.
• Functions for the formal parameters, the local variables and the parameterized constants Formals, Locals,
] map each module to the set of identifiers that correspond to its formal parameters, local variables and parameterized constants, respectively.
• The instantiation counter function InstCount = [ [Id ] ]→ N maps each module to its instantiation counter, which keeps track of the number of instantiations.
• The CTL property function
] maps each module to the CTL property associated with that module.
We define the following tuples based on the functions defined above:
• The variable environment tuple is defined as ϑ ∈ VarEnv = Locals × Formals × Params.
• The system environment tuple is defined as ǫ ∈ SysEnv = Init × State.
• The current environment tuple is defined as:
• The environment tuple is defined as:
We make use of the following functions:
formula, the set of actual parameters, the set of formal parameters, the current value of the instantiation DRAFT counter, and the set of local variables as input and returns the formula in which the formal parameters are replaced with the corresponding actual parameters and the local variables are renamed uniquely using the value of the instantiation counter.
•
] function takes a set of variables and an instantiation counter as input and renames the set of input variables uniquely using the value of the instantiation counter.
• NextStateVar : Finally, a tuple is denoted by enclosing the list of its components with . Projections of a tuple are shown using the subscripts consisting of the first character or the first two characters of the component domains, e.g., given a tuple ǫ ∈ SysEnv = Init × State, ǫ I ∈ Init and ǫ S ∈ State.
b) Semantic Functions:
We define the semantics of the Action Language by mapping an Action Language specification to a tuple (M, φ) using denotational semantics, where M is a transition system and φ is the CTL property of the system. The transition system M is a tuple (I, S, R) where I, S, and R denote the initial states, the state space, and the transition relation, respectively. Each module in an Action Language specification is associated with a tuple that consists of: a composite formula describing the initial states (true by default), a composite formula describing the state space (true by default), a CTL formula describing the property, a counter keeping the number of instantiations, a set of local variables, a set of formal parameters, a set of parameterized integer constants, a set of action definitions, and a composite formula describing its transition relation. Note that the set Env defined above is the set of such tuples.
Below we present the definitions of the semantics functions and their explanations.
A variable becomes the local variable of the module in which it is defined provided that it is not used as a formal parameter in that module (cases 1.a, 1.b, and 1.c). Since the values of the parameterized variables do not change, they need to be kept separately and treated in a different way (see 6.a).
2)
The initial states of a module are described by the conjunction of the composite formulas from the system definitions inside that module with the initial keyword (cases 2.a and 2.c) and the composite formulas describing the initial states of its submodules that are instantiated in the transition relation definition (case 3, equation 2 below). The state space of a module is described by the conjunction of the composite formulas in the system definitions using the restrict keyword inside that module (cases 2.b and 2.c) and the composite formulas describing the state space of its submodules that are instantiated in the transition relation definition (case 3, equation 3 below). When the initial states or the state space is not specified (i.e., there are no system definitions) the default value, true, is used.
(1)
The local variables of a module are uniquely renamed for each instantiation using the instantiation counter for that module. Each instantiation causes the instantiation counter to be incremented by one (equation 1). The environment for a new instantiation of a module is defined by renaming the local variables and by replacing the formal parameters with the corresponding actual parameters in the composite formulas describing the initial states and the state space of the module (equations 2 and 3), the composite formula describing the transition relation of the module (equation 4), and the CTL formula describing the property of the module (equation 5). All these transformations are achieved using the Rename F function. Finally, after renaming (using the Rename V function), the local variables of the instantiated module are added to that of the parent module in which it is instantiated (equation 6).
and ∀X ∈ {I, S, C, L, IC}, ρ
and ∀X ∈ {I, S, C, L, IC}, ρ 
5)
Actions model atomic transitions of the system. Actions are specified as composite formulas on current and next state variables.
Behavior of a module is defined either as a composite formula on current and next state variables or as a composition of instantiations of its submodules and its actions.
The CTL property of a module is described by conjunction of the CTL formulas given in all property specifications of that module (cases 7.a and 7.b) and the CTL formulas describing the CTL properties of its submodules that are instantiated in that module's transition relation definition (case 3, equation 5).
Semantics of a module m is defined by ((I, S, R), φ) where
Therefore, the transition system ((I, S, R), φ) that is defined by an Action Language specification is defined
where the initial environment β is defined as
In Figure 5 we show a small Action Language specification inspired by the case study discussed in composition of its actions r1 and r2. Module environment models the occurrences of the enter and exit events for a particular runway. Whenever an enter event occurs, in the next state an exit event occurs (action e1). After the exit event occurs, either an enter event (action e2) or an exit event (action e3) occurs nondeterministically.
The behavior of the environment module is modeled by the asynchronous composition of its actions e1, e2, and e3. The behavior of the whole system is defined by synchronous composition of instantiations of the modules runway and environment using rw16L and ev16L. The correctness property states that whenever the runway 16L is occupied it is emptied in the next state. Table I shows the transition systems that correspond to the modules runway, environment, and main.
IV. THE ACTION LANGUAGE VERIFIER
The Action Language Verifier (ALV) is an automated verification tool for analyzing Action Language specifications using infinite state model checking techniques. The main challenge in model checking [CGP99] is to alleviate the state explosion problem caused by the exponential growth of the state space with the increasing number of concurrent components and variables. Symbolic model checking [McM93] provides a way to address the state explosion problem by encoding the state space symbolically (as, for example, Boolean logic formulas) instead of explicitly enumerating the states. Since the size of a symbolic representation can be much smaller than the set of states it represents, symbolic representations enable verification of very large (and even infinite) state systems.
Given a transition system T = (I, S, R), where I, S, and R denote the initial states, the state space, and the transition relation, respectively, and a CTL property φ, model checking problem is to decide whether M |= φ. Let ALV is a symbolic model checker. Its distinguishing feature is to encode the transition system using the composite symbolic representation to provide the flexibility and the extensibility required for analyzing software specifications. We call this DNF representation a composite symbolic representation since it combines different basic symbolic representations. A composite formula, p, is represented in DNF as
where p it denotes the formula of basic symbolic representation type t in the ith disjunct, and n and T denote the number of disjuncts and the number of basic symbolic representation types, respectively.
Heuristics for efficient manipulation of composite symbolic representation, including implementations of the basic operations such as negation, conjunction, and disjunction has been implemented in the Composite Symbolic Library and discussed in [YKB03] . So, we do not discuss implementations of these basic operations in this paper, rather, we focus on the verification heuristics implemented in ALV on top of the functionality provided by the Composite Symbolic Library.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section IV-A discusses the fixpoint computations for symbolic CTL model checking. Section IV-B presents the heuristics for accelerating or guaranteeing the convergence of the fixpoint computations and the heuristics for efficient fixpoint computations. Section IV-C explains the counterexample generation algorithms.
A. Fixpoint Computations
The pre-and post-condition computations are among the basic operations in a symbolic model checker. Given a set of states p and a transition relation R, the pre-condition, PRE(p, R), is the set of all states that can reach a state DRAFT in p with a single transition in R (i.e., the predecessors of all the states in p). The post-condition, POST(p, R), is defined similarly.
Given states p and a transition relation R, both represented using the composite symbolic representation as
the pre-condition can be computed as
The above property holds, because existential variable elimination in PRE(p, R) computation distributes over the disjunctions, and due to the partitioning of the variables based on the basic symbolic types, existential variable elimination also distributes over the conjunction above for the composite symbolic representation [BGL00] . Since the pre-condition computation distributes over both the disjunction and the conjunction for the composite symbolic representation, we are able to compute the pre-condition of a composite representation using pre-condition computations of the basic symbolic representations. 
However, the above characterizations of AU and EG are not complete if we do not restrict the transition relation to be total. A transition relation is total if every state has a next state, which is a common assumption in model checking literature [CGP99] . Since a non-total transition system can have states that do not have any next states, AX false will be satisfied in such states vacuously. Hence, those states will satisfy AF false too. This creates a problem, since we will have states that satisfy AF p without p being satisfied in any future state. To prevent this, we alter the fixpoint computation for AU (and similarly for AF) as follows
where AtLeastOne denotes the states that have at least one successor, and can be computed as:
Dual of this problem appears in the EG fixpoint. If all the states in a finite path satisfies p and if that path ends at a state that does not have any successors, then the states on that path should satisfy EGp. Then, we need to change the EG fixpoint as: where None denotes the states that have no successors (i.e., None ≡ ¬AtLeastOne). Note that, this fixpoint always considers all the paths that end in a state with no successors. In the Action Language Verifier AtLeastOne and
None are pre-computed and stored with the transition system, so that they are not recomputed in each fixpoint iteration.
Based on the equivalences among the CTL operators [CGP99] , one can show that {EX, EG, EU} forms a basis for CTL, i.e., all CTL formulas can be expressed using only these temporal operators. Similarly, another basis for CTL is {EX, EU, AU}. In the Action Language Verifier both basis are implemented and can be chosen by the user.
Another option is to leave the temporal operators as they are. In that case the Action Language Verifier computes each temporal operator directly using the corresponding fixpoint. least or the greatest fixpoint based on the type of the iteration. In the next section we will discuss heuristics for computing approximations of least and greatest fixpoints.
B. Heuristics
We use the approximate fixpoint computation approach from [BGP99] to compute approximations of least and greatest fixpoints. Assume that we wish to compute the states that satisfy a temporal property φ in a transition system M = (S, I, R). If M is an infinite state system the fixpoint computations described above may not converge.
Instead of computing [[φ]
], i.e., the set of states that satisfy the temporal property φ, assume that we compute a compute an upper bound for ¬φ using a lower bound for φ. Thus, we need to implement algorithms to compute both lower and upper bounds of temporal formulas.
In this section we explain heuristics for computing lower and upper approximations of least and greatest fixpoint computations using truncated fixpoint calculations and the widening and the collapsing operators. We also discuss heuristics for accelerating fixpoint computations based on self-loop-closures and restricting the state space to an over-approximation of the reachable states. We also propose two new heuristics, which are marking and dependency heuristics, for avoiding the redundant computations during fixpoint computations. We have implemented all these heuristics in ALV.
We will explain these heuristics using the sample specification given in Figure 9 , in which two integer variables (x and y) are periodically assigned values that have the same absolute value and are of different signs (x=-size and y=size, by action a5). Between two such consecutive assignments the negative value is incremented until it becomes zero (actions a1 and a2) and then the positive value is decremented until it becomes zero (actions a3 and a4). The correctness property is specified as x is always smaller than or equal to y.
Truncated Fixpoint Computations:
Each iteration of a least fixpoint computation gives a lower bound for the least fixpoint. Hence, if we truncate the fixpoint computation after a finite number of iterations we will have a lower bound for the least fixpoint. Similarly, the result of each iteration of a greatest fixpoint computation gives an upper bound for the greatest fixpoint. For instance, for the specification in Figure 9 , truncating the fixpoint computation of EF (x > y), given in Figure 10 , after two iterations yields I 2 , which is a lower approximation for the least fixpoint.
ALV has a flag that can be set to determine the bound on number of fixpoint iterations. If the obtained result is not precise enough to prove the property of interest, it can be improved by running more fixpoint iterations. Figure 9 . I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 denote the result of the first, the second, and the third iteration, respectively. pre a i denotes that the constraint pointed by the arrow is obtained by performing the pre-condition computation on the source constraint using action a i , where where
q jt , and n, T , p it , and ▽ t denote the number of basic symbolic representations, the set of basic symbolic representations, a symbolic representation of type t, and the type-specific widening operator for type t, respectively. Note that the widening operator for the composite representation simply uses the widening operators for the basic symbolic representations on pairs of disjuncts from p and q that satisfy the constraint p i ⇒ q j .
As the widening operator for the boolean representation (▽ bool ), we simply use the disjunction operation. There are two widening operators (▽ int ) for the integer domain based on the type of symbolic representation used for the integer domain. For the automata representation we use the widening operator defined in [BB04] . For the polyhedral representation we use the widening operator defined in [BGP99] that generalizes the convex widening operator in DRAFT [CH78] to Presburger arithmetic formulas.
A widening operator has to satisfy the following two constraints: 1) For any p and q, p ∨ q ⇒ p ▽ q, i.e., widening operator should provide an upper bound for the disjunction operation. 2) The approximate fixpoint sequence computed using the widening operator should eventually converge. The widening operator described above satisfies the first constraint. In order to satisfy the second constraint, we have to bound the number of disjuncts in the composite symbolic representation. This means that after we reach the bound, we need to merge the disjuncts in the composite representation. We can merge two disjuncts p 1 = 2 . Using this merging operation we can limit the number of disjuncts in the composite symbolic representation and guarantee convergence of the fixpoint iterations to an upper approximation of the least fixpoint. Figure 11 shows an example application of the widening operator, which is used for the computation of EF (x > y) fixpoint for the specification in Figure 9 . In this example ALV was directed to start applying the widening operation after the second iteration. For computing I To compute lower-bounds for the greatest fixpoint computations we define the dual of the widening operator and call it the collapsing operator (and denote it with▽). Let p and q denote two composite formulas such that q ⇒ p.
Then p▽q is defined as p▽q ≡ 1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m, pi⇒qj t∈T
q jt , and n, T , p it , and▽ t denote the number of basic symbolic representations, the set of basic symbolic representations, a symbolic representation of type t, and the type-specific collapsing operator for type t, respectively.
The collapsing operators satisfy the following constraint: p▽q ⇒ p∧q. Intuitively,▽ operator finds the decreasing parts of the fixpoint iterations and removes them to accelerate the fixpoint computation. The greatest fixpoint computations are modified so that at each iteration the result p i is set to p i−1▽ p i . For the boolean representation the collapsing operator (▽ bool ) is simply the conjunction operator.
Note that the collapsing operator is different than the narrowing operator [CC77] . The narrowing operator is used to improve an over approximation of a least fixpoint in finite number of steps. The collapsing operator, on the other hand, is used to compute a lower approximation of a greatest fixpoint. In our symbolic representation for integers each Presburger arithmetic formula is represented as a disjunction of polyhedra. Given two such representations p and q, our collapsing operator for linear arithmetic constraints (▽ int ) looks for a polyhedron in p that subsumes and is not equal to a polyhedron in q. When a pair is found the subsumed polyhedron is removed from q. The result of the collapsing operation is the union of the polyhedra remaining in q.
For the automata representation we use the widening operator in computing the collapsing operator as follows:
Note that this approach is inefficient for polyhedra representation since computing the negation is inefficient in polyhedra encoding. Figure 12 shows an example of the collapsing operator, which is used for the computation of EG(x ≤ y) fixpoint for the specification in Figure 9 . In this example ALV was directed to start applying the collapsing operation after the first iteration. For computing I 1▽ I 2 , ALV compares each pair of disjuncts where one of them comes from I 1 and the other comes from I 2 . For pairs that satisfy the subsumption relation it applies the collapsing operation.
For instance, the disjunct (
DRAFT that comes from I 1 . Applying integer based collapsing operation on the integer parts of these two disjuncts, i.e.,
subsumed by and is not equal to x ≤ y − 1 ∧ x ≤ −1, so it does not appear in the result.
Self-Loop-Closures:
Another heuristic we use to accelerate convergence is to compute the closures of self-loops in the specifications. Given a transition system (I, S, R) we can use any relation R ′ that satisfies the constraint
(where R * denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of R) to accelerate the fixpoint computations for temporal operators EF and EU [BGP99] .
To exploit this idea, given a transition relation R in the composite symbolic representation R ≡ n i=1
t∈T r it , ALV transforms it to
where IR t is the identity relation for the variables represented with the basic symbolic representation type t, and the subscript int denotes the symbolic representation for integers. Note that, T t∈T,t =int IR t corresponds to identity relation for all the variables other than integers. Hence, n i=1 (r i,int ∧ t∈T,t =int IR t ) denotes the part of the transition relation where all the variables other than the integer variables stay the same. To compute r i,int 's we conjunct the transition relation R with t∈T,t =int IR t and collect the resulting disjuncts that are satisfiable. Then, for each r i,int we compute an r ′ i,int , where ∀s ⇒ S, POST(s, r i,int ) ⇒ POST(s, r
We take the disjunction of the result with the original transition relation R to compute
Then, we use R ′ in the fixpoint computations for EF and EU instead of R to accelerate the fixpoint computations.
Note that we cannot use closure computations for EG or AU fixpoints since they may introduce cycles that do not exist in the original transition system. Table II shows the transitions that correspond to the actions in Figure 9 for both cases with and without using the self-loop-closures heuristic. Note that when the self-loop-closures heuristic is used only the transitions that correspond to the actions a1 and a3 change, since they are the ones that correspond to self-loops, they model iterative increment and decrement operations, respectively. 
Marking Heuristic: The states that satisfy EFφ are characterized by the least fixpoint µZ.φ ∨ PRE(Z). The states that satisfy EFφ can be computed iteratively such that the result of the kth iteration denotes the states that can reach a state that satisfies φ in at most k transitions. Since composite symbolic representation is a disjunctive representation, and, since in the least fixpoint computations the result of the kth iteration includes the disjuncts from the previous iteration (k − 1st iteration), a naive approach that computes the pre-condition on the result of the k − 1st iteration to obtain the result of the kth iteration would perform redundant computations by recomputing the pre-condition for the disjuncts coming from the result of the k − 2nd iteration. We can alleviate this problem by marking the disjuncts from the result of the k − 1st iteration after computing the result of the kth iteration. Hence, at the kth iteration the pre-condition is computed only on the disjuncts that are not marked, i.e., the disjuncts that were computed at the k − 1st iteration. Table III shows the results of the first 4 iterations for computing EFφ for both with and without the marking heuristic. At the kth iteration the fixpoint algorithm without the marking heuristic computes k − 1 more pre-condition computation than that computed by the the fixpoint algorithm with the marking heuristic. Another benefit of marking heuristic is to reduce the number of the widening operations performed when ALV runs in the approximate fixpoint computation mode. The Marking heuristic can also be used during the least fixpoint computations for the properties of type pEUq and the reachable states RS, since these fixpoints are also characterized as: µZ.φ ∨ F (Z). Figure 13 shows the results of the first three iterations for computing EF (x > y) using the Marking heuristic for the specification given in Figure 9 . The disjuncts that are enclosed by rounded-corner boxes denote the marked ones. The Marking heuristic makes sure that the pre-condition computations on the disjuncts x > y, y ≤ x ≤ −1 ∧ size ≥ 1 ∧ pc = a, and y − 1 ≤ x ≤ 2 ∧ size ≥ 1 ∧ pc = a are performed only in the first, the second, and Fig. 14. The dependency graph for the Action Language specification in Figure 9 . A directed edge between the nodes a i and a j means that the constraints generated as a result of the pre-condition computation using the action a i may enable the action a j for computing the pre-condition computation.
the third iterations, respectively.
In addition to eliminating the redundant pre and post-condition computations, the Marking heuristic eliminates the redundant simplification operations among the sets that have been computed in the previous iterations. However, we allow merging an unmarked disjunct with a marked disjunct (resulting in an unmarked disjunct) in order to reduce the number of disjuncts in the composite representation. Although this reduces the effectiveness of the marking heuristic, it improves the overall performance by reducing the composite representation size.
Dependency Heuristic: Given a state s and the transition relation R = n i=1 r i where each r i is an atomic transition, the pre-condition (post-condition) is computed by distributing the pre-condition (post-condition) operator over the disjuncts of R. However, for the case of the pre-condition computation there may be an atomic transition r k such that there are no states from which s can be reached by executing the transition r k and for the case of the post-condition computation there may be an atomic transition r j that is not enabled at state s. Computing the pre-DRAFT condition or the post-condition for such cases is redundant. Below we show how this kind of redundancies can be eliminated for the pre-condition computations. This approach can also be used for the post-condition computations.
We first compute a directed graph, which we call the dependency graph, (N, E) where N = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n } and E denotes the set of edges. (r i , r j ) ∈ E if and only if the following holds: PRE(PRE(true, r i ), r j ) = false
The dependency graph, in a way, describes all the feasible interleavings of the atomic transitions. Figure 14 shows the dependency graph for the Action Language specification given in Figure 9 . During the fixpoint computations that use the pre-condition computation, we associate every state with the enable backward set, which denotes the set of transitions that it can enable via the pre-condition computation. For instance, let s 2 = PRE(s 1 , a 1 ) where s 1 and s 2 represent states, a 1 represents the atomic transition that corresponds to the action a1 given in Figure   9 . The enable backward set for s 2 is {a 1 , a 5 }, which consists of the neighbors of the transition a 1 according to the dependency graph. Before performing the pre-condition computation on s 2 using a transition a i , one can first check whether a i is in the backward enable set of s 2 . If it is the case, then we perform the computation, otherwise we skip the computation. For instance, the pre-condition computation on s 2 using the transition a 3 can be skipped since a 3 is not an element of the set {a 1 , a 5 }. Figure 15 shows the results of the first three iterations for computing EF (x > y) for the specification given in Figure 9 . The disjunct y ≤ x ≤ −1 ∧ size ≥ 1 ∧ pc = a is generated in the first iteration as a result of the pre-condition computation using the a 1 . Since the neighbors of node a 1 are a 1 and a 5 , the enable backward set for this constraint is set to {a 1 , a 5 }. As a result, on y ≤ x ≤ −1 ∧ size ≥ 1 ∧ pc = a the pre-condition is not computed using a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 , by which we avoid computing some of the pre-condition computations that would yield unsatisfiable constraints.
In addition to using the dependency information for avoiding the redundant pre-condition computations, ALV uses this information during the simplification of the results of the fixpoint iterations. Two disjuncts are compared for equivalence during the simplification phase only if their enable backward sets are the same.
If we compare Figures 13 and 15 with Figure 10 , we can see that the Marking heuristic prunes the computation tree such that the pre-condition computations that are performed on the constraints already generated are eliminated, whereas the Dependency heuristic prunes the computation tree such that some of the pre-condition computations that would yield unsatisfiable constraints are eliminated. The effectiveness of the Dependency heuristic highly depends on the dependency graph, i.e., the number of edges between the nodes. However, since the Dependency heuristic is sound for both the least fixpoint computations and the greatest fixpoint computations, it can be used for any property verification, whereas the Marking heuristic can only be used for the least fixpoint computations. The Marking and the Dependency heuristics can be combined to achieve a greater degree of reduction as long as ALV is computing a least fixpoint. 
C. Counter-Example Generation
An important feature of model checkers is their ability to generate counter-example behaviors. ALV is able to generate counter-examples for the properties that it falsifies. Generating a counter-example for a property φ corresponds to generating a witness for its negation ¬φ. We cannot generate witnesses for universal properties, since we need to list all the paths in the system to demonstrate that the property holds. This is equivalent to saying that we cannot generate a counter-example for an existential property. Hence, ALV generates counter-examples only for ACTL properties. A counter-example for an ACTL property can be represented as a tree-like structure that starts from the initial states and demonstrates that the property is violated [CJLV02] .
When asked to generate a counter-example, ALV negates the input property φ, converts it to {EX, EG, EU} basis, and pushes all the negations inside, i.e., there exists no negation in front of a temporal formula. consists of a state, a formula, and a path, where the path forms the basis of a witness for that formula starting from that state. Note that the path itself may not be enough as a witness, and the later entries in the witness list may contain paths starting from the states in that path. As discussed in [CJLV02] , it is possible to construct a tree-like structure by combining the paths reported in the witness list.
The GENERATE WITNESS algorithm first reverses the results of fixpoint iterations for the input CTL formula. The reason is that fixpoint computations propagate backwards starting from the inner CTL formula, whereas witness computation propagates forwards starting from an initial state.
To generate a witness for the property EXφ starting from a state s that satisfies EXφ, the algorithm saves s as the initial state of the witness path. Then it computes POST(s, R) and conjoins the result with the states that satisfy φ.
One state chosen from the conjunction is saved as the next state in the witness path. The resulting path is recorded as the witness for the property EXφ. Then the witness generation algorithm is invoked recursively to generate a witness for φ starting from the last state of the witness path for EXφ.
To generate a witness for the property EU(φ 1 , φ 2 ) starting from a state s that satisfies EU(φ 1 , φ 2 ), the algorithm starts with the result of the last iteration of the fixpoint for EU(φ 1 , φ 2 ). Since that corresponds to the states that satisfy EU(φ 1 , φ 2 ), it is guaranteed that s is in it. If s satisfies φ 2 then the algorithm stops. Otherwise, POST is conjoined with the next one of the reversed results of the fixpoint iterations. Note that, this conjunction cannot be false, since, based on the fixpoint computation for EU, s must have a next state in the result of the next iteration.
The algorithm chooses one of the states that satisfy the conjunction as the next state in the witness path. It continues until a state that satisfies φ 2 is reached. This state is used to generate a witness for φ 2 . Note that, the algorithm also generates witnesses for property φ 1 starting from all the states that were visited before the state satisfying φ 2 was reached. All these witnesses are added to the witness list.
To generate a witness for the property EGφ, the algorithm only needs the last of the reversed results of the fixpoint iterations, which corresponds to the states that satisfy EGφ. It starts from a state s that satisfies EGφ. Then, DRAFT POST(s, R) is computed and conjoined with the states that satisfy EGφ. The algorithm chooses a state that satisfies the conjunction and continues this iteration until a cycle or a state that does not have any next states is found.
In either of these cases the algorithm returns the generated path as the witness path. However, since the Action Language specifications can be infinite, it is not guaranteed to find a witness that contains a cycle or a finite path. It is possible that all the witnesses are infinite paths that do not have any repeating states. Hence, the algorithm puts a bound (M AX IT ER) on witness search. When it reaches that bound it adds the path computed so far as the prefix of a witness path to the output witness list. Then, the algorithm generates witnesses for property φ starting from all the states in the witness path for EGφ and all these witnesses are added to the witness list.
The algorithm in Figure 16 does not show how the logical operators not, and, and or are handled. As we have stated before, before generating a witness for a CTL formula, ALV pushes all the negations inside the atomic property. Therefore, the witness generation algorithm does not need to handle the not operator. It handles the and operator by generating a witness for each subformula, whereas it handles the or operator by choosing one of the subformulas that yields a witness.
We have to be careful with counter-example generation when we are using the approximate fixpoint computations.
Assume that we are using the {EX, EG, EU} basis for the CTL and we try to verify the property AGp. − we are sure that it is a valid counter-example. Because of this issue ALV works in two phases; 1) the verification phase and 2) the falsification phase. During the verification phase ALV does not try to generate a counter-example. If ALV is unable to prove the property during the verification phase, it recomputes the fixpoints and then tries to generate a counter-example. As explained above, these phases will use different types of approximations if approximate fixpoints are being used. Either of these cases can be skipped by the user using the input flags of ALV.
V. PARAMETERIZED VERIFICATION
In this section we present the adaptation of an automated abstraction technique called counting abstraction [Del00] to the parameterized verification of specifications in the Action Language. Using counting abstraction we can automatically verify the properties of a system with arbitrary number of finite-state processes. The basic idea is to define an abstract transition system in which the local states of the processes are abstracted away but the number of processes in each local state is counted by introducing an auxiliary integer variable for each local state.
As we will show below, counting abstraction preserves the CTL properties that do not involve the local states of the processes. For this abstraction technique to work we need the local states of the submodules to be finite. Each local state corresponds to a valuation of all the local variables of a submodule, i.e., the set of local states of a submodule DRAFT Departing Departing * is the Cartesian product of the domains of the local variables of that submodule. For example, if a submodule has a local variable that is an unbounded integer, we cannot directly use the counting abstraction.
In the Action Language a module instantiation can be parameterized by appending the '*' character to the module instantiation, e.g., main: Arriving() | Departing() * indicates that the transition system is an asynchronous composition of an instantiation of the module Arriving and an arbitrary number of instantiations of the module Departing. Table IV shows the components of the transition system with one departing airplane (Departing) versus the transition system with arbitrary number of departing airplanes (Departing * ) using counting abstraction. The only local variable of the module Departing is pc, which is an enumerated variable and can take one of the values parked, depFlow, and takeOff. Therefore, the local state space of the module
Departing consists of pc taking one of these values. For the parameterized system, we need to introduce DRAFT three counters, parkedC, depFlowC, and takeOffC, which denote the number of the departing airplanes in parked mode, the number of the departing airplanes in depFlow mode, and the number of the departing airplanes in takeOff mode, respectively. We introduce an additional parameterized integer constant, C, which denotes the number of the departing airplanes. The state space for the parameterized system consists of nonnegative values for parkedC, depFlowC, and takeOffC where their sum is restricted to be equal to C. In the initial state of the transition system for a single departing airplane the airplane is in parked mode. For the parameterized system, in the initial state parkedC is equal to C and depFlowC and takeOffC are equal to zero to denote the fact that all the departing airplanes are initially in the parked mode. A departing airplane can perform any of the two atomic actions: reqTakeOff or leave. For the transition system for a single departing airplane, reqTakeOff represents a departing airplane's transition from parked mode to takeOff mode provided that the runway 16L (numRWL=0) is not occupied and there are no airplanes on the taxiways C3-C8 (numC3+numC4+...+numC8=0). For the transition system for arbitrary number of departing airplanes, reqTakeOff represents transition of any departing airplane that is in parked mode (parkedC>0) to takeOff mode (parkedC'=parkedC-1, takeOffC'=takeOffC+1). Note that the execution of reqTakeOff does not change the status of the departing airplanes in depFlow mode, which is taken care of by keeping the value of depFlow same in the next state (depFlowC'=depFlowC).
Section V-A presents the formal definition of counting abstraction and Section V-B explains application of counting abstraction to a module in an Action Language specification.
A. Formal Definition
Let T be a transition system T = (I, S, R) that is defined over a set of variables V . Let D(v i ) denote the domain of variable v i in V . Both the initial states I and the state space S are subsets of the Cartesian product of the domains of all variables in V , i.e., I, S ⊆ vi∈V D(v i ). We partition V into two nonintersecting sets: the set of local variables (V L ) and the set of global variables (V G ). We define the set of local states as L = vi∈VL D(v i ).
Similarly, the set of global states is defined as G = vi∈VG D(v i ). We can specify T by distinguishing the local and global states as follows
, where
Let T N denote the asynchronous composition of N identical transition systems,
where each T i is defined over a separate set of local variables, V Li , with the same cardinality, and the same set of global variables. The set of local states, L i , of each transition system, T i , will be of the same cardinality, which we denote by M . The transition systems T i are identical in terms of their initial states, state spaces and transition relations, i.e., ∀1 ≤ i, j ≤ N. S i = S j ∧ I i = I j ∧ R i = R j . The initial states, the state space, and the transition DRAFT relation of the composed transition system
are defined as:
Equation 10 
We transform the composed system T N into an abstract transition system T 
. This follows directly from the definition 15.
3) For every state s This follows directly from the definition 13. Hence, we conclude that T N and T N CA are bisimulation equivalent with respect to the set of atomic properties AP G .
Theorem 5.1: For any CTL formula φ that is defined over the global atomic properties
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that bisimulation relation preserves CTL properties [CGP99] and Lemma 5.1.
Finally, we consider the parameterized verification problem: Given a CTL formula φ over the global atomic
In order to achieve this, we generate a parameterized-abstract transition system T P CA that contains a parameterized integer constant, N P , where N P ≥ 1. Given a transition system Note that, if using ALV we can show that T P CA satisfies the property φ then this means that the property holds for any T N , i.e., T
However, if ALV finds a counter-example for the property φ for the transition system T P CA demonstrating that the property does not hold, then this means that the property does not hold for some T N , i.e., T
B. Implementation
ALV automatically generates the parameterized-abstract transition system T P CA whenever the input Action Language specification contains a transition formula of the form m() * , where m is a module name. The algorithm for parameterization of a module of an Action Language specification using counting abstraction is given in Figure   17 . The algorithm accepts a module name, m, as the input and generates M number of auxiliary integer variables, where M denotes the size of the local state space of m and one parameterized constant that denotes the number of processes. Each of the M auxiliary variables denotes the number of processes in a particular local state. We call these auxiliary integer variables the counters. We distinguish two counters that correspond to two different local states by assigning an integer value (i.e., an index) to each local state and using this value as the subscript. For instance, let local state s be represented by the integer value i, then counter i is the counter that corresponds to s. Figure 17 changes the state formula, initial formula, and the actions of the input module m by replacing the constraints on the local variables with constraints that use the counters and the parameterized constant.
The algorithm in
It changes the state formula so that the sum of the counters is equal to the parameterized constant, each counter is a nonnegative value, and the parameterized constant is a positive value (line 4). It changes the initial formula by calling the algorithm COUNTABS STATES and conjoining it with the constraint on the counters (represented by s) (line 6) given in Figure 18 at which the local transition is enabled by existentially quantifying the next state variables (line 12) and obtains the local state l r at which one can reach by executing the local transition by existentially quantifying out the current state variables (line 13). 
VI. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE AIRPORT GROUND TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIFICATION
This section presents experimental results that are obtained using the airport ground traffic control specification from Figure 2 discussed earlier. Table V shows the size of the transition systems used in the experiments. We used the polyhedra encoding for the integer variables. For each transition system and the corresponding composite symbolic representation the table shows the number of disjuncts in the composite representation (Composite), the number of polyhedra (Polyhedra), and the number of equality and inequality constraints (EQ, GEQ), and the number of BDD nodes (BDD), the number of integer variables (# int) and the number of Boolean variables (# bool). We have varied the number of the departing airplanes and kept the number of the arriving airplanes arbitrary (parameterized).
There is also an instance where both the number of the arriving airplanes and the number of the departing airplanes are both arbitrary (parameterized). arriving and the number of the departing airplanes are parameterized, is as follows: For the safety property, the transition system construction time is 6.59 seconds, the verification time is 0.02 seconds and the total memory usage is 6.8 MBytes. For the liveness property, the transition system construction time is 28.15 seconds, the verification time is 5.98 seconds and the total memory usage is 103.05 MBytes. Our experimental results indicate that the verification performance for the fully parameterized case is smaller than the partially parameterized case, where the number of the arriving airplanes is arbitrary and the number of the departing airplanes is a constant, when the number of the departing airplanes is greater than or equal to 16. I.e., in this case, the use of the counting abstraction DRAFT improves the verification performance.
We have changed the specification in Figure 2 by redefining action reqTakeOff as reqTakeOff: pc=parked and numRW16L=0 and pc'=takeOff and numRW16L'=numRW16L+1;
By doing so we have introduced an error, since a departing airplane can start taking off even though there may be some airplanes at the exits C3-C8. This violates rule 3 given in Section II. ALV checked this erroneous specification for the CTL property that corresponds to rule 3, and falsified the property by providing a counter-example path.
The counter-example path is a witness path for the negated property EF(numRW16L=0 and numC3+numC4+numC5+numC6+numC7+numC8>0 and EX(!numRW16L=0)) and consists of two sub-witness paths:
1) The witness path for the property EF(numRW16L=0 and numC3+numC4+numC5+numC6+numC7+numC8>0 and EX(!numRW16L=0))
consists of three states. According to the counter-example path, initially, the departing airplane, denoted by
Departing.pc, is in the parked state and the arriving airplane, denoted by Arriving.pc, is in the arFlow state. Then the arriving airplane lands and transitions to the touchDown state. Having landed, the arriving airplane selects exit C3 and starts taxiing on it by transitioning into taxiTo16LC3 state. During this transition the departing airplane is still in parked state.
2) The witness path for property EX(!(numRW16L=0)) consists of two states. It starts from the state where the departing airplane is still in the parked state and the arriving airplane is in the taxiTo16LC3 state of the sub-witness path. Then the departing airplane starts the takeoff and transitions into the takeOff state. This violates the property since exit C3 is occupied while the departing airplane is taking off.
VII. RELATED WORK
The initial structure of the Action Language was presented in [Bul00] . An overview of ALV was presented in [BYK01] and [YKBB05] . The composite symbolic representation used by ALV was discussed in [YKB03] .
ALV has been used in verification of various types of specifications including parameterized cache coherence pro- [Hol97] . one needs to first generate an abstraction of the original specification. ALV, on the other hand, uses various automated heuristics for infinite-state verification. Additionally, the counter-example DRAFT paths that are generated by ALV is on the concrete system, whereas with the model checkers mentioned above the generated counter-example paths for the abstraction of an infinite-state system would be on the abstract system and needs to be mapped backed to the original infinite-state system in order to understand the source of the error.
There LEVER [VV06] is a verification tool that uses learning algorithms to compute the fixpoints required for verification. LEVER can be used to verify infinite state specifications and has been used on verification of systems with integer variables [VV07] . ALV uses a more traditional iterative approach for computing fixpoints, as pioneered by symbolic model checkers such as SMV. ALV also enables integration of multiple symbolic representations based on the composite symbolic representation.
[SS07] applies bounded model checking techniques to infinite state systems with unbounded integer variables.
ALV uses truncated fixpoints and widening operations to under and over approximate least fixpoint computations, respectively. Using these approaches together allows ALV to do sound analysis during verification and look for concrete counter-examples during a separate falsification phase.
[YWGI06] uses the frontier concept to avoid redundant computations during reachable state computation. This technique is similar to the marking heuristic presented in this paper. However, the frontier approach requires computation of the back edges which incurs a startup cost to the fixpoint computation whereas the marking heuristic does not incur such an overhead.
[Del03] uses counting abstraction to verify safety properties of parameterized cache coherence protocols. Our work differs from [Del03] in the following ways: 1) The Action Language Verifier can automatically translate an Action Language specification to its parameterized version, whereas [Del03] uses hand translation, 2) The translation algorithm that the Action Language Verifier employs is more general since it can handle any type of predicate that can be specified in the Action Language, whereas in [Del03] it is required that the predicates defining the enabling condition of a transition involve only the number of caches in a local state, 3) The Action Language Verifier can verify CTL properties of parameterized systems using counting abstraction, whereas the technique that is presented in [Del03] is specialized for the verification of safety properties of parameterized cache coherence protocols. DRAFT 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We presented the formal syntax and the semantics of the Action Language, and we presented ALV, which is an infinite-state symbolic model checking tool for the Action Language. ALV is built on top of the Composite Symbolic Library, which is a symbolic manipulator for systems with heterogeneous data domains. ALV is a polymorphic verification tool. Depending on the type of variables declared in the Action Language specification, ALV may become a BDD-based model checker, a polyhedra-based model checker or a composite model checker where both BDDS and polyhedra-based representation are used for symbolic encoding. Since Composite Symbolic Library can be extended with new symbolic representations, the range of applications that can be analyzed with ALV can also increase in the future.
We discussed the infinite-state verification heuristics implemented in ALV that conservatively approximate the fixpoints and can be used to both verify or falsify Action Language specifications. We also showed that ALV can automatically verify parameterized Action Language specifications.
We have performed a case study on Airport Ground Traffic Control to evaluate the effectiveness of ALV for specifying and verifying a reactive software system. ALV is able to verify many important properties of this case study including the ones specified in [Zho97] for arbitrary number of arriving and departing airplane processes.
